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Ultrasonics is a viable alternative technology to the time-tried 
turbine for custody-transfer applications in the oil and gas 
industry - and, there are situations where it has to be the 

preferred technology, and likewise there are situations where there 
is no pressing need to force a change from that established technol-
ogy. In this article, situations are outlined where ultrasonics makes 
immediate sense, finishing with a shoot-out of the two technologies. 
We hope in this way to kindle a debate on the merits of all flowmeter-
ing systems, which will give the customer the facts needed to make 
the best decision on his choice of flowmetering technology when the 
time comes to upgrade an existing unit or equip a new installation. 

In recent years non-intrusive methods such as ultrasonics have 
been included in API guidelines, and are rapidly gaining ground. 
While turbines do have true advantages for clean product, the ori-
gins of oil are becoming more diversified, including disused wells 
or shale. Alongside this diversification, we have more problematic 
crudes, such as high-viscosity or waxy, and facilities now have to 
cope with a much wider variety. There is another development in the 
industry: the shift towards lower maintenance, long-term stability, 
reduction in associated maintenance (such as cleaning of strainers), 
and diagnostics that not only indicate the state of the meter but also 
the upstream state of the process and the pipeline. 

API Chapter 5.8 

Some years after their introduction, and with adequate experience 
gained in the field, the API (American Petroleum Institute) released 
measurement standards for ultrasonic flowmeters thus removing any 
shadow of doubt. In fact, seven years after the original, the forthcom-
ing release of the updated API guidelines include a chapter on using 
the ultrasonic meters as master-meter provers. This basically reflects 
the high level of trust that is placed in ultrasonics to the extent that 
they can now replace a ball prover for on-site verification. 
Chapter 5.8 deals with custody-transfer measurement, but also 
includes allocation metering and check meter measurement. It thus 
indicates how wide the usage of ultrasonics can be. Allocation me-

tering infers that it is multi-product, being able to measure fluids of 
differing chemical compositions from different wells. 

The categorisation as a check meter (as well as a duty meter) 
opens up numerous on-site possibilities related to its favourable size, 
footprint, and moreover long-term stability unaffected by the amount 
of fluid passing through and the fluid’s properties.

Design considerations for an ultrasonic flowmeter 

As part of the design considerations, API naturally includes maximum 
and minimum flow rates, and by calculation the turndown ratio (which 
is large for ultrasonic meters, and contributes to their wide applicabil-
ity), temperature and pressure for normalisation of flow. But, they also 
include viscosity, relative density, vapour pressure and corrosiveness. 

Viscosity range of ultrasonics extended

Over the past years, the author’s company has increased the 
viscosity range from 150 cSt to 400 cSt and further to 1500 cSt. 
All values have been verified by the NMi, and are the highest 
verified ranges available today. This extends the applicability of 
ultrasonics much further, now capable of handling heavy crudes, 
such as those from Iran later used for blending with light crudes.  

Ultrasonics do not need strainers 

API defines upstream lengths for ultrasonic meters, both without (20D) 
and with (10D) a tube-bundle flow conditioner. Compared to the mesh 
of a strainer, the tubes are not problematic in terms of clogging. No 
intruding parts prevent fouling and pressure drop.
 

API recommends periodically  
comparing diagnostic parameters 

Ultrasonics come with various levels of diagnostics, from basic to 
more sophisticated capabilities. Thus long-term performance, con-
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dition of the transducers (corrosion, contamination), partially filled 
pipelines and water can be detected for subsequent rectification. 

Stability measured in years 

Trials in remote locations, including unmanned platforms in the North 
Sea, have been so successful that ultrasonic meters are no longer 
proven at intervals of six months, one or two years, but in some cases 
this has been extended to five years, with corresponding savings in 
on-site maintenance visits and re-calibrations. 

Substantial operational savings  
by switching technology 

Figures indicate that the operational savings from an ultrasonic 
meter avoiding a typical 1 bar drop in pressure at energy costs of 
R 0,75 can range from 600 K to R 2,6 M for a 12 and 24 inch meter, 
respectively. The annual maintenance cost savings can amount to  
R 260 M for 50 operations.

Conclusion

The following describes and compares the strengths of turbines with 
those of ultrasonics:

Strengths of turbines

•	 Excellent	short-term	repeatability.	If	re-calibrated	at	fairly	frequent	
intervals they can be extremely accurate. 

•	 Only	moderate	pressure	loss	(vs	PD	meters).
•	 Compact,	being	only	the	same	diameter	as	the	pipe	in	which	they	

are installed.
•	 The	compactness	enables	them	to	be	designed	for	operations	at	

very high pressure. 
•	 If	they	seize	up,	they	do	not	block	the	flow.	

Strengths of ultrasonics

•	 No	need	for	re-calibration,	excellent	long	term	stability.	
•	 Calibrated	on	full	Reynolds	range	and	various	hydrocarbons.
•	 Accuracy	remains	the	same	over	full	Reynolds	-	unaffected	by	

viscosity changes due to temperature. 
•	 Same	performance	in	bi-directional	configuration.	
•	 No	moving	parts,	no	maintenance.
•	 Viscosity-independent.
•	 No	restrictions	on	turn-down	ratio	versus	viscosity	and/or	density.
•	 No	filter	or	strainer	required.
•	 No	damage	due	to	gas	or	steam	flushing.

•	 Available	sizes	from	4”	to	40”.
•	 The	maximum	solid	content	is	5%.	
•	 Sensors	are	easy	to	exchange	under	process	conditions.	

Diagnostics listed by API 

•	 Self-diagnostics.
•	 Average	axial	flow	velocity	through	meter.
•	 Flow	velocity	for	each	acoustic	path.
•	 Velocity	of	sound	along	each	acoustic	path.
•	 Average	velocity	of	sound.
•	 Variations	in	transit	time	interval.
•	 Spool	temperature.	
•	 Fluid	density	and	viscosity.	
•	 Calculated	Reynolds	number.	
•	 %	accepted	measurements	for	each	path.	
•	 Status	and	measurement	quality	indicators.	
•	 Alarm	and	failure	indicators.

No intruding parts prevent fouling and pressure drop.
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